
HURLEY 2nd v Pinner 2nd   Date: 18th July 
 
Played at Pinner  
 
Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
C Williams c. Maher b. Thomas 35 

Abdullah Ali c. Merchant b. Page 12 

Amir Ali c. Lawrence b. Page 12 

M Walton Run out (Thomas) 24 

J Cole c. & b. Thomas 2 

M Cole Not out  19 

J Graham Not out  13 

H Graham )   

N Haines )-dnb   

D Pollitt )   

M Wadsworth )   

  Extras 23 

  Total 140 

  For 5 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

P Page 15 5 24 2 

N Lawrence 14 3 35 0 

D Foskett 6 0 18 0 

N Mason 7 2 17 0 

S Thomas 3 1 12 2 

S Pilsbury 2 0 22 0 



Innings of Pinner 2nd  
 
A Maher c. Walton b. H Graham 35 

R Fells c. Amir Ali b. H Graham 15 

S Merchant c. H Graham b. M Cole 2 

K Mistry c. J Cole b. H Graham 10 

N Lawrence c. Abdullah Ali b. J Graham 7 

S Pilsbury c. & b. H Graham 2 

T Mahendran c. Walton b. Wadsworth 21 

D Foskett c. M Cole b. Amir Ali 11 

S Thomas c. M Cole b. Amir Ali 5 

M Noel Run out (J Cole) 1 

P Page Not out  0 

  Extras 17 

  Total 126 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

D Pollitt 8 2 25 0 

N Haines 5 0 15 0 

Amir Ali 3.3 0 7 2 

M Cole 7 2 27 1 

H Graham 5 0 22 4 

J Graham 2 0 13 1 

M Wadsworth 2 0 12 1 

 

Result:  Hurley 2nd won by 14 runs. 
 
Hurley made the trip to North West London to do battle with Pinner and when Mike 
Cole lost the toss were unsurprisingly asked to bat first on a track that Princess Diana 
would have tried to ban under the Geneva Convention. Days of heavy rain had left a 
soft pitch that gave the bowlers more than a little assistance. The regular opening 
pair of Clive Williams and Abdullah Ali started cautiously against Page and Lawrence 
only reaching double figures in the sixth over. Three consecutive maidens built the 
pressure on the batsmen and Ali fell going for a big swing against Page and only 
succeeding in skying the ball to Sid Merchant at mid-wicket (17-1). The next ten 
overs saw the addition of 27 runs for the loss of Amir Ali (12). Mike Walton was 
promoted to number four to try and bring some solidity to the innings, which he 
proceeded to do. Walton and Williams looked to preserve their wickets in difficult 
conditions with a view to accelerating later in the innings. The pair managed to add a 
gritty fifty-one runs in seventeen overs before Williams (35) fell to a catch by Maher 
off Thomas. Maison Noel (0-17) found a lot of sideways movement off the pitch to 
trouble the batsman and thought he had the wicket of Walton, leg before, but the 
batsman was sportingly reprieved by the Pinner captain having got an inside edge on 
to his pads. Both batsmen rode their luck with chances going begging. Walton (24) 



finally fell to a direct hit from Thomas having been sent back by Mike Cole when 
attempting a quick single, leaving Henry Graham (13*) and Cole (19*) to add an 
invaluable 33 runs from the last four overs as Hurley finished on 140 for 5. After a 
sumptuous tea Pinner set about chasing down the 141 required for victory with 
Maher and Fells making steady progress against Nigel Haines and Dave Pollitt. Both 
batsmen gave chances but Joe Graham and Matthew Wadsworth failed to hang on 
to difficult catches. After 16 overs the score had reached 54 when the introduction 
of Henry Graham turned the match. Graham’s first delivery reared off the pitch to 
catch Maher’s (35) glove on the way through to the keeper and three balls later Fells 
lofted to mid wicket where Amir Ali took the catch. Some innovative field placings by 
the Hurley skipper paid dividends with Henry Graham and Josh Cole taking catches 
to reduce the hosts to 76 for 4. The game was still finely balanced with less than 
three runs per over required for a Pinner victory but the regular loss of wickets kept 
Hurley in the hunt. Tino Mahendran made a brisk twenty-one before Matthew 
Wadsworth had him caught behind. With 22 runs needed from 13 overs and three 
wickets in hand the game was still Pinner’s for the taking but rather than bat sensibly 
and accumulating the runs, Thomas  went for the big shot and was caught at deep 
mid-wicket by Mike Cole off Amir Ali. Noel then went for a suicidal single and failed 
to beat Josh Cole’s throw to the keeper. When last man Phil Page joined Foskett 
fifteen were required from twelve overs but Foskett went for the big heave and 
suffered the same fate as Thomas, giving the ecstatic Hurley players a hard earned 
victory in a great game of cricket played in the correct spirit in difficult conditions. 


